
Update operations: a reviewAndreas Herzig and Omar Ri�1Abstract. In this paper we review several knowledge baseupdate operations that have recently been proposed in or-der to handle disjunctive updates and updates under in-tegrity constraints. Updating with disjunctive information isproblematic for minimal change semantics, in particular forWinslett's Possible Models Approach (PMA). Zhang and Foohave recently de�ned the MCD semantics to overcome thisdrawback. In this paper we show that the MCD is still prob-lematic, and propose a correction. Then we address a sec-ond important problem plaguing the PMA and its variations,viz. the handling of integrity constraints. We investigate adependence-based semantics, which Liberatore has shown tobe coNP-complete. We give a simple automated deductionmethod, and show that integrity constraints as well as dis-junctive updates are treated correctly in that semantics, anddiscuss the Katsuno-Mendelzon postulates.1 IntroductionA belief base is supposed to describe what is believed by anagent about the `real state of a�airs' (or `the actual world').Belief bases usually are incomplete, in the sense that they donot completely describe that single state of a�airs, but ratherseveral possible ones.As depicted in [12], when the belief base is noti�ed of achange occurring in the real world by an update, the descrip-tion of the possible states of a�airs must be modi�ed accord-ingly. But \since we are con�ned to our set of possibilities,we must make the change come true in all of our candidateworlds. Semantically, we change each of the possible worlds`as little as possible' in order to make the new state of a�airshold. Our new syntactic description of the worlds of inter-est should now correctly reect the outcome of this set ofchanges. The function that maps the old description to thenew is called an update." [8].Formally, an update operation is a function (noted �) map-ping a belief base B and an input A to a new belief base B�A.Let [[B]] be the set of models of B, w 2 [[B]], and let w � A bethe set of interpretations resulting from the update of w byA. Then [[B �A]] =Sw2[[B]]w �A.It remains to de�ne a suitable function � mapping an inter-pretation and a formula to a set of interpretations. Intuitively,w �A should contain those models of A that are closest to w.Hence we need a closeness criterion between interpretations.Nothing is said about that in the KM-framework (except that1 IRIT-CNRS, Universit�e Paul Sabatier, 118 route de Narbonne,F-31062 Toulouse Cedex 4 (France).http://www.irit.fr/ACTIVITES/EQ ALG,mailto:fAndreas.Herzig@irit.fr,Omar.Ri�@irit.frg

the function � must be representable by a partial preorderon interpretations). Winslett proposed a particular closenesscriterion in terms of sets of atoms whose interpretation dif-fers [16]. The resulting semantical update function is noted�pma , because Winslett baptized her semantics the PossibleModels Approach (PMA for short). To be precise, the secondargument of �pma will not be a formula A but its extension[[A]]. We recall the de�nitions, and report on two fundamentalcriticisms that have been made in the literature (section 2).The �rst critique says that it is too restrictive: there areexamples where the set w �pma [[A]] is too small if A is a disjunc-tion. In order to correctly treat such examples, Zhang and Foohave proposed a modi�cation of the PMA called MCD [18].We show that MCD fails to capture the intuitions that havebeen put forward (section 3).We sketch the required correction and propose a new se-mantics MCD* (section 4).BothMCD and our correction are still subject to the secondcritique of the PMA which basically says that the PMA is toopermissive: there are examples where w�pma[[A]] is too large. Asshown in [14], this is the case if we assume (as usually done,see e.g. [12]) that an update by A under a set of integrityconstraints IC can be de�ned as an update by A ^ IC: B �ICA = B � (A ^ IC). This motivates the investigation of analternative and { in our view { more promising approach. Itis based on a simple semantics originally proposed by Winslett[17] that we call it Winslett's standard semantics (WSS forshort). Following [9] we extend WSS by dependence. We callWSSdep the resulting semantics. Then we show that B�ICA =(B � A) ^ IC (section 5).We give a simple rewrite-based deduction method forWSSdep (section 6).At the end of the paper we examine the validity of theKM-update-postulates in MCD and WSSdep. In particular weshow thatMCD violates (U5) (section 7) and thatWSSdepcanbe made insensitive to syntax by preprocessing of the inputformula (section 8).We suppose that formulas built from a possibly in�nite setof atoms ATM = fp; q; r; :::g with the classical connectivesand the binary operator � 2. L;L1; : : : denote literals, andA;B;C; : : : denote formulas. As far as possible we shall useB;B1; : : : for belief bases, and A;A1; : : : for inputs (formulasto be added). We denote by atm(A) the set of atoms appearingin A. Interpretations are sets of atoms. We shall sometimesrepresent an interpretation by a maximally consistent set ofliterals. 2ATM is the set of all interpretations (which might2 This di�ers from the usual presentations, where � is a metalan-guage operation.c 1998 A. Herzig and O. Ri�ECAI 98. 13th European Conference on Arti�cial IntelligenceEdited by Henri PradePublished in 1998 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.



be viewed as possible worlds). A formula A is valid if [[A]] =2ATM.2 Winslett's PMAThe PMA is an instance of the KM-semantics. The notionof closeness between interpretations is based on a particu-lar distance de�ned in terms of symmetric di�erence betweeninterpretations.3 Thus the symmetric di�erence w _�v is the setof atoms whose truth value di�ers. Suppose ATM = fp; q; rg,w = fp; qg and v = fp; rg. Then we have w _�v = fq; rg. Theupdate of an interpretation w by a set of interpretations U isde�ned as: w �pma U = fu 2 U : 8u0 2 U;w _�u0 6� w _�ug. Theset w �pma U contains all those elements of U that are mini-mal w.r.t. the closeness ordering �w, where �w is de�ned byu �w v i� w _�u � w _�v.In the rest of this section we discuss two problems of thePMA that have been highlighted in the literature. The �rstone concerns the interpretation of disjunction: suppose thebelief base B is :p ^ :q. Its update by p _ q is the exclusivedisjunction p�q $ (p_q)^(:p_:q).4 There are several ex-amples where such an exclusive interpretation of the inclusiveor is inadequate, and the PMA has been criticized for that[1]. E.g. there is the Reiter's example in the reasoning aboutactions domain: suppose you throw a coin on a chessboard.Suppose Black means \the coin falls in a black �eld", andWhite \the coin falls in a white �eld". It might fall either in ablack �eld, or in a white �eld, or in both of them. But as wehave seen above, updating by the disjunction Black _Whiteleads to the exclusive `or': the coin cannot touch a black anda white �eld at the same time.The second problem concerns the implementation of staticintegrity constraints: suppose we are given a �nite set of in-tegrity constraints IC (which can be confused with the con-junction of its elements, just as in the case of belief bases).We must de�ne an update operation which takes into accountsuch integrity constraints. Formally, what we are interestedin is an update operation �IC such that B �IC A ! IC.It has often been proposed (see e.g. [16, 11]) to de�ne theupdate B �IC A as B � (A ^ IC), for an appropriate up-date operation �. This amounts to selecting the closest mod-els of A ^ IC. By means of the following counterexampleit has been shown by Ginsberg (see e.g. [14]) that such aproposal is problematic in particular if � is the PMA up-date operator: let Up1 mean `switch 1 is up', Up2 `switch2 is up', and Light `the light is on'. Suppose there is a cir-cuit such that the light is on exactly when both switchesare in the same position. Hence the integrity constraint isIC = (Up1 $ Up2) $ Light. Let B be Up1 ^ Up2 ^ Light.Then one would expect that B � (:Up1 ^ IC) ! :Light. Aswell, we would expect B � (:Up1 ^ IC)! Up2, i.e. the secondswitch does not move. It turns out that neither is the case inthe PMA.Remark There exists a stronger semantics proposed by For-bus [6] which is the update counterpart of Dalal's semanticsfor belief revision [2]. There, the semantical update opera-tion is de�ned not from the symmetric di�erence w _�u, butfrom its cardinality card(w _�u): w � [[A]] = fu : card(w _�u) �3 Symmetric di�erence is de�ned as w _�v = (w n v) [ (v nw).4 Circumscription and other minimization-based approaches be-have in the same way [4].

card(w _�v)g. Hence if u is a model of A closest to w in For-bus's sense, then it is in Winslett's sense as well (but notthe converse). Both of the above criticisms apply to Forbussemantics as well.3 Zhang and Foo's MCDZhang and Foo [18] proposed a new semantics called \MinimalChange with Disjunctive information" (MCD) which dealswith the problem of disjunction in the PMA. We give a refor-mulation which is more adapted to our purposes.Let U be the set of models of the input, and let w be someinterpretation. Let V = w �pmaU be the set of models resultingfrom PMA-updating w with U , and let S = 2V . For s 2 S,C(s) is the set of those interpretations in U that are `beyond'all elements of s w.r.t. the closeness ordering �w of the PMA:C(s) = fu 2 U : 8v 2 s; v �w ug. The set fC(s) : s 2 Sg is acovering of U , and PMA-minimization in it allows to obtainmore interpretations than w �pma U would give us:w �mcd U = [s2Sw �pma C(s)Example We compute f:p;:qg �pma [[p_ q]] = fw1; w2g,where w1 = fp;:qg and w2 = f:p; qg. First,S = f;; fw1g; fw2g; fw1; w2gg. We construct C(;) =fw1; w2; fp; qgg, C(fw1g) = fw1; fp; qgg, C(fw2g) =fw2; fp; qgg, and C(fw1; w2g) = ffp; qgg.Finally f:p;:qg �mcd [[p _ q]] = w �pma fw1; w2; fp; qgg[ w �pma fw1; fp; qgg [ w �pma fw2; fp; qgg [ w �pma ffp; qgg= fw1; w2g [ fw1g [ fw2g [ fp; qg = fw1; w2g [ fp; qgIn fact the MCD is a two steps PMA. We use �pma �rst tocompute V , and then to compute the closest interpretationsin every C(s) to capture the disjunctive information in U . Butwhat about the disjunctive information in C(s)? The followingexample shows that in order to capture the intuitions Foo andZhang motivated their approach with, this procedure must beiterated.Suppose that we have an interpretation f:p;:q;:r;:sg,and we ask an agent to make p _ q true. This action can beviewed as the union of three actions (viz. respectively makingp ^:q, :p ^ q and p ^ q true), and we want the agent to giveequal consideration to each of them. And that is what theMCD does. Suppose now that the action p ^ q has the resultr_ s, the input becomes (p_ q)^ (p^ q! r_ s). E.g. supposeyou hold a coin with two hands, and you read p as `my lefthand is open', q as `my right hand is open', r as `the coinfalls in a white �eld', and s as `the coin falls in a black �eld'.According to the MCD, the result will be equivalent to((p� q) ^ :r ^ :s) _ (p ^ q ^ (r � s))The interpretation fp; q; r; sg is not a model of the updatedbelief base Hence the coin cannot touch a black and a white�eld at the same time which is counter intuitive. Thus theMCD interprets the nested inclusive disjunction r _ s by theexclusive one r � s.4 MCD*, an iterative version of MCDOur example illustrates that �mcd should be iterated in order tocapture the disjunctive information in the input. the resultingBeliefs update 14 A. Herzig and O. Ri�



semantics MCD* behaves as MCD if for every subset of theset w �pma U there is only one model of the input which isminimally beyond all its elements. This means that w�pmaC(s)is a singleton for all s 2 S = 2w�pmaU . When there are two ormore, contrarily to MCD, MCD* continues to look for theelements which are beyond, and so on.Let U be the set of models of the input, VU = w �pma U ,SU = 2VU , and CU (s) the subset of U de�ned as before. Weuse here a notation di�erent from the above (i.e. we index Sand C by U) because inputs are not the same at each step ofour inductive de�nition. Then we de�ne �mcd* recursively:w �mcd* U =8<: ; if U = ;VU if VU is a singletonSs2SU w �mcd* CU (s) otherwiseExample Let w = f:p;:q;:r;:sg and U =[[(p_ q) ^ (p ^ q ! r _ s)]]. First we compute VU = fw1; w2gwith w1 = fp;:q;:r;:sg and w2 = f:p; q;:r;:sg.Second, we construct CU (s) for every s 2 SU =f;; fw1g; fw2g; fw1; w2gg. U1 = CU (fw1g) = fw1; : : :g,U2 = CU (fw2g) = fw2; : : :g, and U3 = CU (fw1; w2g) =fw3; w4; w5g, where w3 = fp; q; r;:sg, w4 = fp; q;:r; sg,and w5 = fp; q; r; sg. Now we compute VU1 = fw1g,VU2 = fw2g, and VU3 = fw3; w4g. Again, we construct thesets U31 = fw3; : : :g, U32 = fw4; : : :g, and U33 = fw5g. ThenVU31 = fw3g, VU32 = fw4g and VU33 = fw5g. Finally,w �mcd* U = w �mcd* U1 [w �mcd* U2 [ w �mcd* U3where w �mcd* U1 = VU1 = fw1g, w �mcd* U2 = VU2 = fw2g,and w �mcd* U3 = w �mcd* U31 [ w �mcd* U32 [ w �mcd* U33. Andw �mcd* U31 = VU31 = fw3g, w �mcd* U32 = VU32 = fw4g andw �mcd* U33 = VU33 = fw5g. Hencew �mcd* U = fw1; w2; w3; w4; w5gThis is certainly a complicated semantics. Unfortunately,the handling of integrity constraints is as problematic as inthe PMA: Lifschitz counterexample also applies to MCD andMCD*. This has motivated us to look for other solutions.The rest of the paper is devoted to a semantics which is con-siderably simpler than the PMA (and hence than MCD andMCD* ).5 Winslett's WSS and dependenceWinslett's standard semantics WSS [17] is more liberal thanthe PMA, but has received only little attention up to now.The WSS is syntax-dependent on the input and cannot bede�ned in terms of a preorder.As de�ned in [17], w �wss A is the set of those models of Awhich preserve the truth value of atoms not occurring in A.Formally: w �wss A = fu 2 [[A]] : u _�w � atm(A)gE.g. for ATM = fp; qg and w = ; we get w �wss (p _ q) =[[p_ q]].The example illustrates that disjunctions are interpretedinclusively. Thus the �rst problem of the PMA is solved inWSS.

How can we integrate integrity constraints into WSS? Onestory to learn from Lifschitz counterexample of Section 2 isthat there are aspects of the domain structure which cannotbe expressed by classical integrity constraints. In [14], Lifs-chitz proposes to distinguish between frame and non-frameatoms. We can recast his solution in terms of a boolean de-pendence function. E.g. the atom Light is dependent, and thismeans that it is a secondary atom whose value is de�ned byprimary atoms such as Up1 and Up2.Thielscher [15] has given a counterexample showing thatsuch a categorization is too simple. Basically, his argument isthat in particular circumstances, every atom can be forced tobe dependent. He proposes a solution in terms of a dependencefunction mapping atoms to sets of atoms. In the example,Light 2 dep(Up1), but Up2 62 dep(Up1). Hence Light dependson Up1, but Up2 does not depend on Up1: the update of anybelief base by Up1 or :Up1 can never change the truth valueof Up2. Such a dependence is a sort of weak causal connection.Our solution is close to Thielscher's. It has been sketchedin the framework of conditionals in [5, 9].Formally, we suppose given a dependence function depmap-ping atoms to sets of atoms such that p 2 dep(p) for all atomsp.5 Our language being in�nite, we shall suppose in the se-quel that dep(p) is �nite for every p. Examples of dependencesare dep(Up1) = fUp1;Lightg, dep(Up2) = fUp2;Lightg, anddep(Light) = fLight;Up1;Up2g. Dependence is extended togeneral formulas by stipulating dep(A) =Sp2atm(A) dep(p).What should a semantics respecting dependence be like?Suppose p does not depend on A. Then p should `survive' anupdate by A: w 2 [[p]] implies w �depA � [[p]]. On the contrary,if p depends on A then it should a priori be retracted: weneither expect w �dep A � [[p]] nor w �dep A � [[:p]]. For a givendependence function dep, we can de�ne WSSdep by general-izing �wss to a function �dep taking into account dependences:w �dep A = fu 2 [[A]] : (u _�w) � dep(A)gExample Given dep as above, we have fUp1;Up2;Lightg �dep:Up1 = ff:Up1;Up2;Lightg; f:Up1;Up2;:Lightgg.Constraints handling is easy now: simply drop from �depthose interpretations which violate IC. E.g. we can guaranteethat Light follows from the updated belief base of our exam-ple: we simply drop the interpretation f:Up1;Up2;Lightg.Generally, given a set of integrity constraints IC and a depen-dence function dep, we de�neB �IC;dep A = (B �dep A) ^ ICWe refer to [10] for �rst results on the interactions betweendependence and integrity constraints.6 Automated deduction for WSSdepWSSdep has also computational advantages over the PMAand MCD: Liberatore has shown that WSSdep is coNP-complete, while the PMA and MCD are both �2p-complete[13].5 The WSS is a particular case where dep(p) = fpg for all atomsp.Beliefs update 15 A. Herzig and O. Ri�



We give here a deduction method based on a set of rewriterules, in the style of [9]. They allow to transform every for-mula built from update operators to an equivalent formula ofclassical logic. Then any theorem prover for classical logic canbe used to check the validity of the latter. Our procedure issomewhat more natural than Liberatore's where new atomsare introduced into the formula. A disadvantage of our ap-proach is that it requires conversion into disjunctive normalform, which can result in exponential growth (while Libera-tore's procedure is in coNP).Procedure rewriteinput: a formula Foutput: F 0while there is an update operator occurring in F do1. choose some update B � A with B and A classical;2. rewrite B to its disjunctive normal form B1 _ : : : _Bn;3. rewrite (B1 _ : : : _Bn) � A to (B1 �A) _ : : : _ (Bn �A);4. for i = 1 to nrewrite Bi �A to A ^ L1 ^ : : : ^ Lm, where L1; : : : ; Lmare those literals of Bi such that dep(Lj) \ dep(A) = ;endwhileExample The formula ((:p^:q^:r)_t)�(p_q) is rewrittento ((:p ^ :q ^ :r) � (p _ q)) _ (t � (p _ q)) and then to ((p _q) ^ :r) _ ((p _ q) ^ t).Theorem 1 (Correctness) Let dep be a dependence func-tion. Let F be a formula, and F 0 be the output of the rewritingprocedure. Then F $ F 0 is valid in WSSdep.Proof First, the rewriting procedure terminates: every call tothe while-loop eliminates one update from the formula, endingup with a classical formula.Second, it can be proved that the rewrite steps preservevalidity.6 Hence the resulting classical formula F 0 is equivalentto the original formula.7 MCD and the KM-postulatesIn this and the subsequent section we examine the status ofthe KM-postulates in the di�erent semantics we have studied.The KM-postulates are:(U1) B �A ! A(U2) If B ! A then B � A $ B(U3) If B and A are consistent, then B �A is consistent.(U4.1) If B1 $ B2 then B1 �A $ B2 � A(U4.2) If A1 $ A2 then B �A1 $ B � A2(U5) (B �A) ^C ! B � (A ^ C)(U6) If (B � A1)! A2 and (B � A2) ! A1 then B � A1 $B �A2(U7) If B is complete7 then(B �A1) ^ (B � A2) ! B � (A1 _A2).6 Each step will correspond to one or several axioms for WSSdep(most of which can be identi�ed with KM-postulates, see section7 and 8): rewrite step 2 corresponds to (U4.1), and step 3 to (U8).Step 4 corresponds to a combination of (NI1), (U1) and (NI2).7 A formulaB is complete i� for everyA, eitherB ! A orB ! :A.Therefore (U7) makes sense only if the language is �nite.

(U8) (B1 _B2) � A $ (B1 � A) _ (B2 � A)(U8) is the postulate corresponding to modelwise updating.We have split the KM-postulate of syntax-independence (U4)into two because WSSdep a priori only satis�es (U4.1).Both the PMA and Forbus semantics satisfy all the KM-postulates [3]. Although it is claimed in [18] that MCD satis-�es them as well, this is not the case. Indeed, the following ex-ample shows thatMCD violates the principle B�(A1_A2) !(B�A1)_(B�A2), which is equivalent to (U5) in the presenceof the basic postulates [7, formula 3.14].Example Suppose MCD satis�es the above principle. Thenwe should have (:p^:q) � (p_ q) ! ((:p^:q) � p)_ ((:p^:q) � q). We have seen that (:p ^ :q) � (p _ q) $ p _ q,and it is easy to check that ((:p ^ :q) � p) $ p ^ :q and((:p^:q) � q) $ :p^ q. Then the above principle would beequivalent to p _ q ! (p^:q)_ (:p^ q), which is not valid.This example can be generalized:Theorem 2 Suppose B ! (:A1 ^:A2), and A1 and A2 areindependent in the sense that B � A1 ! :A2, and B � A2 !:A1. If � satis�es the KM-postulates then B � (A1 _ A2) $B � (A1 � A2).Hence the critique of the PMA transfers to the whole KM-framework. Apparently this observation has been ignored upto now in the literature: while (U5) as well as the exclusiveinterpretation of disjunctions are reasonable principles in thecontext of belief revision8 , this is not the case for update.We conjecture that MCD* behaves just as MCD w.r.t. theKM-postulates. (It just goes further in the rejection of (U5).)8 WSSdep and the KM-postulatesGiven dep, the valid formulas ofWSSdep can be characterized:Theorem 3 (Completeness) The WSSdep-semantics isaxiomatized by classical logic together with (U1), (U4.1),(U8), and(NI1) (B1 ^B2) � A ! B1 if dep(A) \ dep(B1) = ;(NI2) A! (B � A) if dep(B) � dep(A)Proof Soundness is proved by showing that the axioms arevalid, and that the inference rule (U4.1) preserves validity.Completeness is proved by using theorem 1: suppose F isvalid in WSS. Then its normal form F 0 is valid in WSS. As F 0is a classical formula, it is also valid in classical logic. Throughthe completeness of classical logic, F 0 is also a theorem ofclassical logic. As the axiomatics of WSS contains that ofclassical logic, F 0 is a theorem of WSS. Thus F is a theoremof WSS, too, again by theorem 1.(NI1) and (NI2) are new postulates that are parametrizedby dependence. We note that language �niteness is not re-quired for our axiomatization.Hence WSSdep satis�es (U1), (U4.2), and (U8). Whatabout the rest? It can be checked semantically that (U3) issatis�ed and that there are counterexamples for (U2), (U4.2),(U5), and (U6). As shown above, the violation of (U5) is in8 Thanks to David Makinson for pointing this out to us.Beliefs update 16 A. Herzig and O. Ri�



order in the context of updates. (U2) it can be enforced by aslight modi�cation of the de�nition of the semantical updatefunction:w�depA = � fwg if w 2 [[A]]fu : u 2 [[A]] and (u _�w) � dep(A)g otherwiseIn the decision procedure we must build in a test in step 4:for i = 1 to nif Bi ! Athen rewrite Bi �A to Bielse rewrite Bi�A toA^L1^: : :^Lm, where L1; : : : ; Lmare those literals of Bi such that dep(Lj) \ dep(A) = ;The correctness proof is as before.How can we enforce (U4.2)? Given that there are equivalentinputs A1 and A2 such that B �A1 is not equivalent to B �A2,a way to force these updates to be equivalent is to de�ne anew update operation that is the smallest possible one, i.e.such that w �wss A is the intersection of all sets w �wss A0 suchthat A$ A0.We can de�ne such a syntax-insensitive operation in amore constructive way. First, observe that if A1 $ A2 andatm(A1) = atm(A2) then w �wss A1 = w �wss A2. Hence syn-tax becomes relevant only if one of the input formulas con-tains `redundant' atoms, such as p in q ^ (q _ p). Now wecan eliminate a redundant atom p from A by proving thatA[p := >]$ A[p := ?].9 Call a formula A pure if there is noformula A0 such that A$ A0 and atm(A0) � atm(A).10For a given formula A, an equivalent pure formula A# canbe computed by the following simple algorithm.Procedure eliminate-redundant-atomsinput: a formula Aoutput: a formula A# such that A# is purefor every p 2 atm(A) doif A[p := >]$ A[p := ?] then replace p by >endif;simplify the resulting formulaSuch a procedure can be integrated in our decision proce-dure as a preliminary step.We conjecture that when (U4.2) and (U2) are enforced inWSSdep, then the latter satis�es (U7). Concerning (U6) wepresently know no way how it could be guaranteed.9 ConclusionThe contribution of our paper is twofold: �rst, we have pointedout shortcomings in Zhang and Foo's recent MCD seman-tics, and have given a corrected semantics MCD*. Second, wehave de�ned a decision procedure for an extension WSSdep ofWinslett's standard semantics WSS which takes into accountdependence information, and have shown howWSSdep can beused to implement integrity constraints.9 Thanks to Olivier Gasquet for pointing this out to us.10 It is crucial here that the logical constants > and ? are inthe language, in order to be able to write down tautologies andinconsistencies without atoms.

A problem which has not been addressed in this paper is thehandling of dynamic integrity constraints (which turns up e.g.in the case of the Yale shooting scenario). It has been shownin [5, 9] that they can be integrated in theWSSdep-frameworkby using conditionals.We currently study how the KM-postulate (U6) could beenforced in the framework of WSSdep.REFERENCES[1] Gerhard Brewka and Joachim Herzberg, `How to do thingswith worlds: on formalizing actions and plans', J. of Logicand Computation, 3(5), 517{532, (1993).[2] Mukesh Dalal, `Investigations into a theory of knowledge baserevision: preliminary report', in Proc. 7th Conf. on Arti�cialIntelligence (AAAI'88), pp. 475{479, (1988).[3] Thomas Eiter and Georg Gottlob, `On the complexity ofpropositional knowledge base revision, updates, and counter-factuals', Arti�cial Intelligence J., 57, 227{270, (1992).[4] Thomas Eiter, Georg Gottlob, and Yuri Gurevich, `Curb yourtheory! a circumscriptiveapproach for inclusive interpretationof disjunctive information', in Proc. 13th Int. Joint Conf. onArti�cial Intelligence (IJCAI'93), pp. 640{645.Morgan Kauf-mann Publishers, (1993).[5] Luis Fari~nas del Cerro and Andreas Herzig, `Interference logic= conditional logic + frame axiom', Int. J. of Intelligent Sys-tems, 9(1), 119{130, (1994).[6] Kenneth D. Forbus, `Introducing actions into qualitative sim-ulation', in Proc. 11th Int. Joint Conf. on Arti�cial Intelli-gence (IJCAI'89), ed., N. S. Sridharan, pp. 1273{1278. Mor-gan Kaufmann Publishers, (1989).[7] Peter G�ardenfors, Knowledge in Flux: Modeling the Dynam-ics of Epistemic States, MIT Press, 1988.[8] G�osta Grahne, `Updates and counterfactuals', in Proc. 3rdInt. Conf. on Knowledge Representation and Reasoning(KR'91), eds., J. Allen, R. Fikes, and E. Sandewall, pp. 269{276. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, (1991). extended versionto appear in the J. of Logic and Computation.[9] Andreas Herzig, `The PMA revisited', in Proc. Int. Conf. onKnowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR'96), pp. 40{50. Morgan Kaufmann Publishers.[10] Andreas Herzig, `How to change factual beliefs using laws andindependence information', in Qualitative and QuantitativePractical Reasoning - First Int. Joint Conf. on Qual. andQuant. Practical Reasoning; ECSQARU-FAPR'97, number1244 in LNCS, pp. 311{321. Springer-Verlag.[11] Hirofumi Katsuno and Alberto O. Mendelzon, `Propositionalknowledge base revision and minimal change', Arti�cial In-telligence J., 52, 263{294, (1991).[12] Hirofumi Katsuno and Alberto O. Mendelzon, `On the dif-ference between updating a knowledge base and revising it',in Belief revision, ed., Peter G�ardenfors, 183{203, CambridgeUniversity Press, (1992).[13] Paolo Liberatore, `The complexity of belief update', in Proc.15th Int. Joint Conf. on Arti�cial Intelligence (IJCAI'97),pp. 68{73, (1997).[14] Vladimir Lifschitz, `Frames in the space of situations', Arti�-cial Intelligence J., 46, 365{376, (1986).[15] Michael Thielscher, `Causality and the quali�cation problem',in Proc. 6th Int. Conf. on Knowledge Representation andReasoning (KR'96), pp. 51{62, (1996).[16] Mary-Anne Winslett, `Reasoning about action using a possi-ble models approach', in Proc. 7th Conf. on Arti�cial Intel-ligence (AAAI'88), pp. 89{93, St. Paul, (1988).[17] Mary-AnneWinslett,Updating Logical Databases, CambridgeTracts in Theoretical Computer Science, Cambridge Univer-sity Press, 1990.[18] Yan Zhang and Norman Y. Foo, `Updating knowledge baseswith disjunctive information', in Proc. AAAI'96, pp. 562{568.AAAI/MIT Press, (1996).Beliefs update 17 A. Herzig and O. Ri�


